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Abstract
There have been efforts to study family resources and
social support systems in coping with stressful life events.
.

This study presented the results of a survey to identify
family resources and social support systems that Chinese
student families sought in coping with stressful life
events.

The respondents included forty people

from

twenty

Chinese student faailies who are presently residing in
Lawrence, Kansas, and Nev York City.

The results of the

survey, with culture, tradition and value differences in
mind, substantiated the sources that Chinese student
families were likely to turn to.
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Chapter l
INTRODUCTION
Transitions can be eventful periods for both
individuals

and their families.

Stressful events in life

are both expected and unexpected(Boss, 1980).

Some crisis

events- are expected because we anticipate their arrival,
~bile others are unexpected and often necessitate rapid
readjustment.
Since 1978, there have been an estimated 40,000 Chinese
students and scholars who have studied in various
universities and institutions throughout the United
States(Leatherman

&

Mangan, 1989).

This figure does not

include.their spouses and children who often accompany the•
as they pursue their studies.

In 1989, the People's

Republic of China led all other countries in sending 29,040
students, excluding visiting scholars, thereby ranking first
in the foreign student population of 366,~54 presently
studying in the United States(Evangelauf, 1989).

Two thirds

of the Chinese students and scholars are sponsored by
government or governmental agencies, while the remaining one
third are sponsored by the private sector such as relatives,
friend~ or business companies(Huang, 1989).
C

As more and more Chinese students and scholars from the
People's Republic of China arrived in this country to attend
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ins~itutions·of higher education and pursue research work,
they brought their families with them to relocate in a new
,environaent.

Change from one environnent to .. another, a

paranormative event(Terkelson, 1980), is stressful in the
case of the Chinese student families.

This transition

naturally lead to significant changes in family adjustment
.and adaptation.

Just as the Pacific ocean sharply separates

the Asian and American continents, there exists, in an
analogous way, a gap that .divides the.East and the West with
respect to society, culture, tradition, and values.

Unlike

people fro• a social systea which is more or less similar to
or influenced by the West, student families from the
People's Republic of China have to be exposed to traumatic
life changes upon their arrival in.the United States.

The

greater the differences between a student's home ~ulture and
host culture, the more difficulty the student will. have in
adjusting to the latter(Hull, 1978).

When these Chinese

student families arrived in America, t~ey had. to confront
~any problems and difficulties.

This abrupt reorientation

from one culture to another necessar~ly resulted in
substantial family.stress.

Perhaps "cultural shock" is a

very appropriate term to describe the changes incurred by
Chinese student families when they first set foot on
America.

The United States, a "melting pot" vith its
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divar:sity of cultuz~:s, population, traditions and,valucz,
exposed Chine5e student fanilies to alienation because many.

of thes~ variables clashed rather violently with traditional
culture and values in the Peop~e•s Republic of China.
Chinese student3 ~ind it hard to accept and be accepted in
such a diversified culture.

Language difficulties

constitute a barrier in efforts· to approach and understand
the host enviro~ment;.and i~ usually takes time befo~e the
Chinese students cari overcome,this challenge of cultural
adaptation, understand the ··American culture, and communicate
with people living around them.
Finances are an important factor contributing to family
stress.

Although a number of Chinese students are awarded

several assistantships or scholarships from their home or
host universities, they still have to find other means to
support their families.

Most of the students' spouses must

find a job and work while the non-working spouses are
studying.

In addftion,,families with children have to take

care of them and send them to school in a new environment.
All these concerns result in a high-degree of stress and
anniety that Chinese student families must be exposed to
while living in the United States.
Under the pressure of such trying.conditions, Chinese,
otudent families have to seek support, both eootional and
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physica·1, in order to cope successfully with the stresses of
a cultu~ally-alien environment. They must·reorganize and
.
reconstzuct their social and family networks in a new
setting.

Studies of stressful life events have·tended to

overlook this shifting quality of social and family support
systems(Barrerra, Sandler,

&

Primavera, 1981; Sandler

Lakey, 1982; Wilcox, 1981).

&

Ramsey, 1981; cauce, Felner,

Adequate family resources and social support may serve to
buffer stress from life change and predict how well the
individual may acccoamodate himself or herself to changes
which are occurring(Sandler

&

Lakey, 1982; Wilcox, 1981).

Based upon this assumption, it is of great significance to
identify and study these resources from.a familial and
social prospective, since.these resources are essential to
the Chinese student families' ability.to cope with stress.

,, PROBLEM

This study was designed to identify family resources
and sources of social support sought by Chinese student
·families in response to stressful events during, the period
of life transition.

A twenty-four item questionnaire was

used to identify those resources and sources of support.

&
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PURPOSE OF THE.STUDY

ns more and more Chinese student families come to the
United States, they will encounter difficulties and problems
in life transition with respect to culture, tradition and
values.

This life transition in Chinese strident families

demands that the family adapt to new environmental
ex~gencies.

To cope with stressful life events, these

families will need to turn to available sources of support,
both emotional _and financial.

This study was an attempt to

examine the resources Chinese student families are most
likely to turn.to.

RESEARCH QUESTION

From the statement of the problem, the study sought to
investigate the extent of support obtai~ed. from:
1.

formal kinship such as parents, brothers, sisters,
relatives/kin, husband and wife, and chlldren.

, 2.

1

informal kinship such as friends, neighbors,
. advisors, bosses, professors, schoolmates,
classmates and co-workers.

3.

social groups such as student unions, student
organizations, clubs, etc.

4.

professionals such as physicians, social workers,
therapists, etc.
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5.

professional groups such as public health
facilities, social services, mental health
agencies, etc.

These are the family resources that Chinese student
.families from the People's Republic of China may possibly
rely upon when coping with the problems and difficulties of
living in a foreign_culture.

DEFINITION OF TERMS
For the sake of clarification, some key terms employed
in this study were defined as follows:
Adaptability-- th~ ability of a marital or family
system to change its power structure, rol~ relationships,
and relationship rules in response to situational and
developmental stress(Olson, Russell

&

Sprenkle, 1983)~

Advisor-- an individual who directs and offers advice
relative to a student's academic and degree study.
Boss-- an individual who is in charge of or supervises
student's work or research, or work other than that done in
universities • .
Classmate-- an individual who studies in the same class
-

in a university or college.
Chinese student family-- Chinese student who is
pur~uing academic study or works in the United States,
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including hia or her spouze and child •
.Co-worker-- an individual who works in the same place

or 9epartment in the United States.
.

.

Family-- a small social system

■ade

up of individuals

related to each other by reason of strong reciprocal
.

.

affections and· loyalties, and comprising a permanent
household(or cluster of households) that persists over years
and decades(Terkelson, 1980).
Family resources-- the broad range of reserves and
aides characteristic of individual family members which are
potentially available to any family member in times of
need(McCubbin, Joy, cauble, Comeau, Patterson

&

Needle,

1980).

Formal kinship-- a level that includes parents,
brothers, sisters, relatives/kin, husband and wife, and
child.
Informal kinship-- a level that includes friends,
advisors, bosses, professors, schoolmates, classmates,· and
co-workers.

Paranormative events-- events that occur frequently but
not universally in the vast majority of family
units(Terk~lsen, 1980).
Parents-- student's or spouse's father and mother.
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Professi.onal-- a level that includes phyt!icians; social
'

'

,

Professional group-- a level that includes public
health facilities, social services, mental health agencies,
and other specialized experts.
Professor-- an individual who teaches in a university
or college.
Schoolmate-- an individual who studies in,the same
school, but not necessarily in the same class at a
university and college.
Social group-- an organization such as student union,
clubs, et~.
Social support-- information disseminated with regard
to problem solving and new social contacts for
help'(Granovetter, 1973).

Information exchanged at the

interpersonal level which provides emotional support, esteem
support, .and network support(Cobb, 1976).
Stress-- an adaptive response that is a conseque~ce of
any external action, situation or event that places special
physical and/or psychological demands upon the person.

The

internal response to a disruptive external agent which.is
the stressor(Kushnir, 1986).
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LlH-U'l'.~'T!OHS OF STUDY

Tha ~tudy was undertaken with the follo~ing limitation
in aind:

1.

,~
Only tventy Chinese student families 5>a:r:ticipated·
in the study.

This limited population may restrict

generalization of the findings.

2.

The study is conducted on twenty Chinese student
families from.the People's Republic of China,
rather than on those from Taiw~n and Hong Kong
which have different political and economic
systems.

3.

Respondents differ in age·,- academic degree,

length of stay in the United States, and number of
children they have.
4.

The research on twenty Chinese s~udent families was
conducted in Lawrence, Kansas, and New York City.

METHOD
A twenty-four itea que~tionnaire was sent to twenty
Chinese student families who reside in Lawrence, Kansas, and
Mew York City.

Respondents were asked to rate the questions

in terms of their importance and return them,upon
completion(see Appendix A).
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SUMMARY
There have been numerous studies regarding family
zesources and social support systems in coping with stress.

But these research studies were rarely conducted among
individuals from the People's Republic of China.

Therefore,

this study is aimed at finding out the degree to which
Chinese student families try to make use of family resources
and other sources of social support.
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Chapter ·2
Review of Literature
The review of literature will focus on studies related
to characteristics of Chinese student families and problems
that they encounter while they are living in the United
States·.

Research, on the family coping strategies that are

essential to Chinese student families in dealing with
stressful life .events in the United States will be explored.

Introduction
There has been an increase in the number of Chinese
students and their families from the People's.Republic of
China pursuing higher degree studies in universities and
colleges in the United States.

As these Chinese students

arrived in .the United States, they were confronted with
-rapid changes in their life styles; sometimes these abrupt
changes of life came as a shock.

Thes.e Chinese students

came to the United States not only with their families, but
also with their own culture, traditions and values, which
often clashed with those of the American society.

Cross-

cultural issues are apparent among all foreign
students(Eis~n, 1986).

The consequences of their

unpreparedness for such radical changes cause Chinese
~tudents and their families a great deal of stress and
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anxiety.

Facing these stressful life events, Chinese

student families need to learn to respond with adaptive
efforts-that enable them to return to theit previous level
of psychological functioning(Taylor, 1983).

They, in the

case of the Chinese students, tend to pull together and rely
upon family resources and social support systems in order to
cope with stress and gain control over overvhelning life
events.

Characteristics of Chinese Student Families
The influx of Chinese students into the American
universities and colleges began as early as 1978.when the
P~ople's Republic of China sent its first batch of students
to study in western countries.

The.climax of Chinese

student's arrival to pursue academic studies in·· the United
States was reached in the late 1980s, totaling approximately
40,000(Leatherman

&

Mangan, 1989).

Generally, students from

the People's Republic of China came to American universities
and other higher education institutions through official and
nonofficial channels. Official channels included governmentsponsored programs, institution exchange programs,
organization~~ponsored programs, etc.; nonofflci~l channels·
included private company-sponsorship or self-sponsorship.
Of the student population from the People's Republic of
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China, approximately seventy percent came through official
exchange programs or government-sponsozed channels(Wang,
1990).

Most Qf the Chinese·students received scholarships

or other kinds of assistantships from their home or host
universities and colleges.

They have been engaged in degree

studies, ranging from bachelor's, master's to Ph.D. degree,
at different universities and colleges throughout the United
States.

More than half of the students from the People'i

Republic of China work-for the Master's Degtee or ,began
their doctoral degree after receiving their Masters, while a
quarter of them are working for the doctorate.
part,

For the .most

they have completed their undergraduate study in the

People •:s Republic of China and pursue higher degree studies
in the United States.
Typically, these students got married and set up their
families after graduation from universities and college~ in
the People's Republic of China. They had jobs in their home
country, and both husband and wife were working.

Chinese

student family is, characteristically, a nuclear·unit which
is composed of husband, wife and one child •. · Many Chinese
student families have one child according to the-family
.Planning policy in China.

There is a clear division with

regard to the role of family members in the Chinese student
families, and it is u:sually the case that the husband·
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assuncs more responsibility in suppo~ting the family, vhile·
the wife assist3 in the running of the household.
For DI03t Chlneze student families living in the United
States, usually one of the family member3, mo3tly the
husband, came to the United States to pursue degree studies,
and he was l~ter joined by his spouse and child.

Normally,

it would take about a year or more before a Chinese
student's spouse or child could join the student studying in
the United States.

Either husband or wife or both study in

universities or colleges.

·Those who are not attending

school would· find some kind of job to assist with family
finances.
Though the Chinese student families apparently live as
individual units separated from each other, they do maintain
close ties and bonds with their community to seek support
and iriformati6n. · Despite the fact that they come from
different parts of the People's Republic of China, they
prefer sticking together when living in·a new and alien
environment.

Their ties with their relatives and· friends

back home were maintained by means of letters and telephone
communication.
Differences in age, degree studie~ that they pursue~
and years of 3tay in the United States have influenced their
pezc~ption of values and traditions of theiz host culture.
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Problems Confronted by the Chinese Student Families
Transitional periods are characterized by
unpredictability (Terkelsen, 1980).

Changes in family life

transition are brought about by two types of
transformations, normative events which include predictable
developmental changes over the life span in individual
members of the family tinit and in the family unit as a
whole; and nonnormative events which include unanticipated
situational family experiences, .which usually place the
family in a state of instability and which call for some
creative efforts to cope with the situation(McCubbin, cauble
&

Patterson, 1982).

Changes in life

environ■ent.are

considered to be stressful to the Chinese student families.
Generally, Chinese student families have to go through three
period's of adjustment to the new environment.

I

First· is the

period of curiosity and shock when the Chinese students
arrive in the new environment., Then follows the period of
stress and anxiety when they find culture, tradition and
values in the host country contradict those of their home
country.

The third is the period of adjustment when they

come to terms with reality and integrate themselves into the
environment.
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Br~ome(l985) listed three interrelated levels of
potent1al problems: structural(social system,. such as·
frien,dships, work teams, .school systems);
situational(situational forms, such as greeting,'eating,
celebrating); and meaning(relational and identity messages,
such as compliments,. criticisms, friendliness).
In the tr_ansition from one culture to another, it ls
not uncommon for the Chinese student families to exp~rience
"culture shock.~

They discover the-experience quite

different from what they had expected, and have many
misconceptions. about the American culture.
unaffected by his or her own culture(Kelly

No one grows up
&

Reekie, 1987).

Culture is "What makes you a stranger when you are away from
home"(Bock, 1970).

Chinese student families have trouble

finding their own niches in the new environments, .because
American social customs and values often clash with their
own traditions.

They want to preserve their own values and

traditions, without being alienated from 'the mainstream of
American society.
and say.

They are bewildered by what Americans do

For families from a traditional culture, which

emphasizes the value of orthodoxy, living in a "melting pot"
with various kinds of values and traditions can be stressful
and intimidating.

Chinese students who come from a social

system that is totally different from that of the host
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country, are struck by the concepts of civil rights,
individualism, freedom of speech, and different ideologies
and expressions that they have never experienced· in their
home country.
-Perhaps nothing is more stressful •than being
misunderstood and being unable to communicate(Ei~en, 1986).
Language constitutes a major barrier to most Chinese student
families in understanding and adjusting to Amerlcan,~oclety.

In daily 11~~ such as shopping, greeting people, .seeing a
doctor, -etc., they need to learn to use the host language
rather than their home tongue tocommunicate with people, to
understand the'host culture and to socialize with its
members.

Since language is the mearis of social

communication, it is difficult to imagine anyone who can
live in a society without using and understanding its
language •. Language problems which result in the lack of
communtcation usually lead. to alien_ation.
Living far away from home usually makes_Chinese, ·
students feel insecure and lonely.

Married couples are

better off than unmarried individuals. in withstanding . th_e
pressure of homesicknes~ or,nostalgia.

Chinese student

families find it hard to form intimate relationships and
make friends with people as they had done in their home
country.

Suspicion or reservedness contribute to their
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stress.
Differences in e~ting habits, from the minor
inconvenience of being 'stared at for using utensils
differently, to problems over not being able to adapt to
unusual foods, are widespread(Kelly

& . -Reekie,

1987).
.

Chinese students are bewildered by the variety and
quantities of food supplies in stores, but to some extent
they find it hard to get used to the taste of those foods.
Housing is problematic for the Chinese student
families, .not because they ~an not find a room, but because
the rent and other utilities cost much more than they
expect •.

Sin~e the Chinese prefer to live in a stable

environment, moving from one place to another, though a
normal happening in the host country, can create stress in
Chinese student families.
Financial problems are also one of the major concerns
for the Chinese student families.

Living expenses and other

expenses such as medical insuranc~, car insurance, etc. all
contribute to the augmentation o~ family-stress.

The cost

of illness, for example, is incredible for Chine~e student
families who are used to enjoying free medical care in their
home country.

To pay for all these expenses, their spouses

need to find jobs of any kind.

However, finding a job is

not easy for individuals who have language proble~s, and
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this zituation places them in an unfavorable position when
it come~ to searching for a job.

Even those who have jobs

are constantly under the fear of losing them.

There ls no

3ense of job security similar to the one they had in their

home country.
Often, Chinese students may disco~er people in the host
country having little interest and knowledge about China.
Their lack of sensitivity to foreign students s~metimes may
cause depressive feelings.

What one nationality sees as

mild reprimand, another may see as a major censure(Kelly

&

Reekie, 1987).·

Family Coping Strategies
The stressful process of life transition causes Chinese
student families to derive their support from family
resources and other sources of social support in order to
cope with stressors they encounter during their ~tay in the
United .States.

For decades, various k,inds of research and

experimentation have been conducted to expiore family
resources and social support systems.

Perh~ps the best

known and most widely accepted theory on the study of family
stress was Hill's ABC-X model, in which Hill(l958) ·presented.
a framework. for family stress theory that focused on three
variables: A. the provoking'event or stressor; B. the
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resources or strengths· the family has at the time of the
event; and c. the meaning that the family(individually and
collectively) attaches to the event(Boss, 1983).

These

three variables remain a foundation of current family-stress
theory.

Hill's B factor has received conside~able attention

appropriate to its central role in the family stress
framework.

In recent years, a sizable body of literature

indicates that family resources and social support mediate
personal and familial well-being, stress' and coping(Bott,_
1971; Dean

&

Lin, 1977; Mccubbin, Joy, Cauble, Comeau,

Patterson, & Needle, 1980; Mitchell & Trichett, 1980).
Family's resources are sociological, economic,
psychological, emotional, and physical a~sets on which the
members can draw in response to a single stressful event or
an accumulation of events(Boss, 1983).
Mccubbin, Joy, cauble, Comeau, Patterson and.
Needle(l980) categorized four factors that affect a.family's
adjustment to stress.

Family member's personal resources

include the broad range of reserves and aides characteristic
\

of individual family members which are potentially available
to any family member in times of need.

Within this scope

are four basic components of personal resources such as
financial(economic well-being), educational(contributing to
cognitive.ability that facilitates re~listic stress
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percaption and problem-solving skills), health(physical
well-being), and psychological resources(personality
characteristics)(George, 1980).
According to Pearlin and Shooler(l978), personal
psychological resources refer to self-esteem, the
positiveness of one's attitudes towards oneself; selfdenigration, the extent to which one holds negative
attitudes towards one's self; and mastery, the extent to
which one perceives control over ort~•s life chan6es in
contrast to being fatalistically ruled.
Family system resources are explained as family
functions in terms of the family's adaptability, cohesion
and problem-solving ability.

Coping, as a dimension of

family.resources, involves the management of various
dimensions of family life simultaneously: decreasing the
family's vulnerability to stress, strengthening or .

.

maintaining those family resources .that. serve to protect the
family from the full impact of problems, reducing or
eliminating the impact of stressor events and their specific
·hardships, and involving the process of actively influencing
the environment by doing something to change the social
circumstances to make it easier for the family to adjust to
the difficult situation(McCubbin et al, 1980).
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Social support, as part of coping, is one of the major
dimensions of family resources.

It has been defined by

Cobb(l976) as information exchanged at the interpersonal
level which provides emotional support, leading the
individual to believe that he or she is cared for and loved;
esteem support, leading an individual to believe he or she
is esteemed and valued; and network support, leading an
individual to believe h~ or she~belongs to a network of
communication involving mutual obligation and mutual
un~erstanding •. House(l981), based upon findings from many
studies, concluded that the most important kind of social
support is esteem support •. Other studies have also produced
similar findings, noting that families are more able to cope
with normative stressful events when they are connected to ·a
supportive network and actively involving this network iri
the. problem-solving process(Croog et al., 1972; Burke
Weir, 1977; Hamburg

&

&

Adams, 1967).

Olson, Mccubbin, et al.(1983) pointed out that families
seek.and maintain friendships and community ~ies during
difficult times.

Families who attach importance to this

strategy, seek advice from relatives, nelghbors, and
f~iends; encouragement from friends; and information from
persons who may face similar situations.

Social support

networks such as extended family members(caplan

&

Killilea,
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1976), friends, and neighbors make up a large portion of the
family's bank of resources.
Research in the past decades confirms the overall value
of 5Upport networks in helping people pool or exchange
resourcei for the betterment of the total group.·cassel(l976) and Cobb(1976) emphasize more informal network
source_s of support such as family, fr lends, and co-:-workers.
These are considered to be the ~ost predominant sources of
suppdrt.

~eople are generally believed to use these

informational networks more readily than they use more
formal networks .such as community agencies and professional
services(Croog, Lipson,

&

Levine, 1977; Cobb, 1979).

In a study, Wills(l982) discovered that people do not
seek professiona_l help in dealing with personal problems.
Ther use their social networks and individual resources, and
their apparent cure rate is impressive.

This finding

corresponds to the situation of Chinese student families in
· the United States.

Chinese students, probably due to their

culture .and values which attach importance to family fame
and face, are apt to resolve and handle their problems,
particularly family problems, within the family than to turn
· to external help ( Cheng, 1985).
However, caplan and Killllea(1976) hold that the role

of more formal social. support netvorkz, such as community
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agsncies,and professional per~ons, which is helping .families
to weathe~ stressful periods, has been shown to be important
as a supplementary resource to the. informal networks.

These

net~orks have been found to be critical uhen the more
informal supports are exhaus~ed.
Marital relationships have been an important source of
help to families in times of stress.

Studies-by Burke ~nd

0

Weir(l982) suggest, out of all individual possible social
contacts, both men and women selected the spouse-as the
person they would most likely turn to for help with their
problems and anxieties~

Husbands and wives are believed to

provide emotional support to each other, as well·as
undertaking specific activities designed to offer relief to
the partner.

The integrity of .the husband-wife relationship

in .China's society constitutes a substantial amount of
strength that ,elps the family withstand stressful life.
events.
Mccubbin, Da~l, Lester, Benson, and Robertson(1976)
report that.religion aided families in terms of spiritual
support in maintaining the family unit as well as individual
self-esteem.

Religion may also serve to decrease the social

ambiguity by acting as a reference poin~ for social norms
and expectations that·~uide the family in stressful
situations.

Families get strength through seeking advice
'
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from ministers, attending church services;participating in
church activities, and having, faith in God.
·, Emp_ir ical studies have revealed a stro~g relationship
between social support and the ability. to adjust and cope
with crises and change.

Socially-supported individuals

appear to adapt more easily to changes and appear to be
protected from the typical physiological and psychological
health consequences of life stresses(McCubbin,·Cauble

...

Patterson, 1982).

&

A great deal of ·data indicate that the

level of social support available to an individual
experiencing stress or change may impact their subsequent
adaptation(Cauce, Felner

&

Primavera, 1982; Gottlieb, 1988).

In his study of Chinese society and structure family,
Brindley(l988) held that family is the expressive unit in
which members can receive succorence, comfort, help, and
security.

Whatever the logical and structural form, the

value of the family remains very strong in Chinese student
families.

Summary
More and more Chinese students come to the United
States to pursue higher degree studies, and are joined by
their spouse and child.

With their own traditions and

values, these Chinese student families encounter stressful
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life.events in a new environment.

They have to turn

somewhere for strength to cope .with stress.

Of paramount

importance is the ldentific~tion of family resources and
3ocial support systems which help Chinese student families
to cope with stressful life events.

The review of

literature points tQ the characteristics of Chinese student
families and problems that they.,fa6ed in the United States.
The literature presents a common theme that family resources
and social ·support.are essential elements in family coping
strategies.
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Chapter 3
Introduction
The review of the literature supported.the need to
identify family resources and sources of social support.
systems sought by Chinese-student families to cope with
problems and stressful situations.

Data were gathered and

analyzed to ascertain the nature of these resources and
supports.

This study involved sending a twenty-four item

questionnaire to twenty Chinese student families living in
Lawrence, Kansas, and New York City.

Subjects
This study was conducted in Lawrence, Kansas, and New
York City.· The·sample consisted of twenty Chinese student

Table 1
Sample Description
Degree
(received or expected)

No. of Subjects

Percent of Total

(Na40)

Doctor

7

11 .·s

Master

21

52.5

Bachelor

8

20.0.

Ho Degree

4

10.0
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families from the People's Republic of China, involving a
total of forty people.

Of the respondents, seven have

obtained or are presently pursuing a Ph.D •. degree; twentyone people have a master's degree or are presently working
for such a degree; and eight people have the bachelor's
degrees, while four people have no college degree at
all(Table, 1).
Twenty respondents were in the 20-19 age-zange,
eighteen were in the 30-39 age range, and two were in the
40~49 age range(Table 2).

Table 2
Sample Description
Age of
Subjects

No. of Subjects

Percent of Total

(N=40)

20-29

20

25\

30-39

18

70.%

40-49

2

5%

All these respondents have been in the United States
for at least one.year.

Six respondents have been in the

United States ·for more than five. years, five respondents
have been in the United States from fo·ur to five years,
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eleven respondents froa three to four years, fourteen
respondents from two to three years, and ·four :respondents
for more than one year(Table 3).
Among these twenty Chinese student families, fourteen
of them have one child; of such families, ten have their
child with them in the United States while four· families
left their child in the People's Republic of China.

Table 3
Sample Description
No. of Students

Years in the U.S.

Percent of Total

(N=-40)

.6

more than 5

15

5

4-5

12.5

11

3-4

27.5

14

2-3

35

4

1-2.

10

Respondents were randomly sampled, with the help of the
Chinese Student and Scholar Friendship·Association.

Instrument and Design
Prior to developing the questionnaire, this researcher
took into account several related scales a.nd inventories.
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The instrument(Appendix A) was adapted from earl J.
Dunst's(1984) Family Support Scale(Appendix B).

Considering

the more or less unique situation of the Chin~se student
families in the United States, there were some modifications
'

m~de with rejpect to additions and omissions in the

instrument design.
The qestionnaire was designed in a Likert-type scale(O
I

to 4).

There were altogether twenty-f~ur items, which range

from formal kinship relationships such as parents, brothers
and sisters, relatives and kin, husband and wife, and child;
informal kinship relationships such as friends, neighbors,
advisors and professors, classmates, schoolmates, and coworkers; social groups such as student unions, clubs;
profess~onals such as physicians, therapists; to ·
professional groups such as social servi~~s, agencies,
etc.
The twenty-four item questionnaire was sent to Chinese
student families in Lawrence, Kansas and New York City by
~ mail or hand delivery.

Respondents.were requested to rate

the items according to the degree of helpfulness they
provide in times of stress, and then returned the
questionnnaire to the researcher upon completion.
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Survey Analysis
The data were obtained by asking the Chinese student
fam~lies to identify those f~mily resources and other
sources of support drawn upon when coping with;problems and
---difficulties.

The subjects were asked to rate sources of

support from formal kinship relationships such as parents,
brothers and sisters, relatives and kin, husband and wife,
and child; informal kinship relationships such as friends,
neighbors, advisors, professors, bosses, classmates,
schoolmates, and co-workers; social groups such as student
unions, clubs; professionals such as physicians and
therapists; and professional groups such as social services,
agencies, etc.

The items, which were designed in a Likert-

type scale, were rated by the respondents according to the
degree the respondent felt ea~h item provided help in coping
with stressful life events while studying in the United
States.

Certain demographic information about subjects

relating to sex, age, length of stay in the United States,
degree, and number of children was collected and classified.
To prevent the subjects from giving spurious responses
rather than valid answers based on their true feelings,
respondents were assured that all questionnaires would be
treated in a confidential manner.

All twenty-four items

were rank-ordered and analyzed statistically to find
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arithmetical means and measures of standard deviation.

Su~mary
Twenty Chinese student families completed a twenty-four
item questionnaire to determine family resources and sources
of social support when coping with stressful and problematic
situations.

Data were collected and treated statistically

to ascertain the size of means and the extent of standard
deviations.
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Chapter Four

' Study
Results of
. The purpose of this study was to identify family
resources and social support systems sought by.Chinese
student families in response to stressful life events.

A

twenty-four item questionnaire was used to identify those
resources and support bases.
Analysis of Data
The demograghic data show that among the respondents,
twenty persons or 50% of the respondents were found to be in
the 20-29 age range while eigh~een people or 45\ were .in the
30-39 age range, and two people or 5\ we~e in the 40-49 age
range.
Four respondents or 10\

have been in the United States

for about 1-2 years, fourteen people or 35\ for about 2-3
years, eleven people or 27.5% for about 3-4 years, five
people or 12.5% for about 4-5 years, and six people or 15\
above 5 years.
The surveyed population was composed of twenty males.
and twenty females respectively, each sex making up 50%.
Fourteen
'
.families have children and four families have no
children.
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Mo3t of the respondents have received their first
degr~es in their home country or in the United States, or
are currently pursuing different degree studies at American
~niveraities and colleges~

Seven respondents, 17.5% of the
r

subject population~ have ·received, or are working for, their
doctorate; twenty one respondents ~r 52.5% have r~ceived, or
are working for, their master's ·degree; a,nd eight
respondents or

20%

have received their bachelor •.s degree;

while four resp6ridents or 10% have no college degree.
To m~asure the exterit of. family resources and social
. support, to which the Chinese student families resorted when
coping with stressfril life events during their stay in the
United States, a five-point Likert scale was used, ranging
from "Not At·All Helpful"(O) to "Extremely Helpful"(4).
Within the level of formal kinship, six people, or 15\ of
the respondents, when'asked to rate the first item of "My
Parents", indicated that their parents were extremely
helpful by scoring the highest point value or ( 4). , Seven
respondents, or 17.5%, considered that supports from their
parents ~as very helpful. Two respondents, or 5%, regaided
their parents as generally helpful, and thirteen
-

zespondents, or 32.5%, rated (1) as sometimes helpful, while
twelve people, or 30%, indicated that parents were not
helpful at all.
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On the item of "My Spouse's Parents", two respondents,
or 5%, believed ,spouse's parents were very helpful.

Ten

respondents, or 25\, considered spouse's parents as being
generally helpful; ten respondents, or 25%, thought parents
were generally helpful; and eighteen respondents, or 45\,
gave the lowest score of "Not Helpful at Al~."
Six respondents, or 15\, indicated that their brothers
and sisters were extremely helpful by rating (4); six
respondents, or 15%, scored "Very Helpful"; nine
respondents, or 22.5%, considered their brothers and sisters
generally helpful; six respondents, or 15\, marked
"Sometimes Helpful"; and thirteen respondents, or 32.5%,
thought they were not helpful at all.

On the item of,

spouse's brothers and sisters, three people of the
respondent population considered them to be very helpful;
fifteen respondents,, or 37.5%, thought them to be generally
helpful; nine respondents, or 22.S\, rate~ them as sometimes
helpful; and thirteen respondents, or 32.5%, marked them as
"Not Helpful at All".

on the item of Relatives/Kin, the results show that
three respondents, or 7.5%, considered it extremely helpful;
three respondents thought it very helpful; ·three respondents
rated it,generally helpful; and nine respondents, or 22.5%,
indicated that they were sometimes helpful; while twenty-two
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respondents, or 55%, did' not think them hel~ful at all.
When it came to the item of Husband/Wife, nineteen
respondents, or 47.5~ of _the investigated population,
believed spouses extremely helpful in coping with stressful
Table 4
Frequency of Responses Regarding Husband and Wife

Husband/wife

(N=40)

Extremely Helpful

f

Percent of Response

47.5

19

Very .Helpful·-

6

15

Generally Helpful

9

22.5

N_ot. Helpful

6

15

Totals

100.0

!Q_

events. Six respondents considered spouses very helpful, and
nine respondents scored them as "Generally Helpful"; while
six respondents, or 15%, rated them "Not Helpful at
All"(Table 4).
At the level of informal kinship, two respondents, or
5%, rated this category "Extremely Helpful".

Twelve

respondents, or 30%, considered them "Very Helpful";
thirteen respondents, or 32.5%, thought they were generally
helpful;_ ten people believed them to be sometimes helpful;
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and three respondents regarded them as not helpful at
all(Table 5).
Table S .

Fr~guency of Responses Regarding Friends

Friends

Percent of Response

(N•40)

f

Extremely Helpful

.., ·2

5

12

3,0

13

32."5

10,

25

Very Helpful

'

Generally Helpful
Sometimes Helpful
Not at All Helpful
Totals

3
40

0.75
100.0

. Of the surveyed population, 17.5% considered their
neighbors generally helpful; 45% viewed them as being
sometimes helpful; and 37.5% considered them to be not

helpful.at all.

There were 17.5% respondents who-thought

their advisor/professors were very helpful; 27.5% viewed
them as being geJerally helpful; 7.5% regarded them as
sometimes helpful; and 47.5% said they were not helpful at
all.
Twelve respondents or 30\ held that their
classmates/schoolmates were generally helpful; twenty-one
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respondents, or 52.5%, consld~red them to be sometimes
helpful; while seven respondents,
not being helpful at all.

or

17.5%, rated them as

On the item of co-workers, twelve

respondents, or 30% of the surveyed population, held thi;it
they were generally helpful; eighteen respondents, or 45\,
rated them sometimes helpful; while ten respondents, or 25\,
regarded them as being not helpful.
At the level of social groups, 7.5\ respondents
believed social groups/clubs were generally helpful; 17.5\
of the respondents thought they were sometimes helpful;
while 75\ indicated that. they were not helpful at all(Table
6).

On the item of Church, 36 respondents, or 90% of the

subjec_t population marked "Not Helpful at All" category;
Table 6
Frequency of Responses Regarding Social Groups/Clubs

Social Groups/Clubs (N=40)

f

Percent of Response

"
Generally Helpful

3

7.5

Sometimes Helpful

7

17.5

Not at All Helpful

30

75

Totals

40

100.0

while only 10% of the respondents rated church as being

nsometimee Helpful" and "Generally-Helpful".
,,

The :r:ating of professionals and·professional groups was
not higher than that of .s~cial groups since 70% of the
respo~dents did not think professional hjlpers like social
workers, therap.ists, etc. WE!re helpful; 17.5\ of the
respondents regarded them as being sometimes helpful; while
7.5% respondents aarked the "Generally Helpful" item(Table
7).·

The same was the case with the item of professional
r

agencies •. 70% respondents rated them as being not helpful
at all; while only ~0% of the

respondents indicated that

they were sometimes or general!~ helpful.
Table 7
\.

Frequency of Responses Regarding Professional Helpers

Professionals

f

Percent of Response

Generally Helpful

3

7.5

Sometimes Helpful

7

17.5

Not at All Helpful
Totals

(H:::s40)

4-<,}

70

30

100.0

40

I

All respondents were asked to rate the 24-item
questionnaire in order of priority(from Oto 4 with O being
not at all helpful and 4 extremely helpful).

Within the
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Table 8
Means and Standard Deviations of Participants' Scores
Regarding Family Resources and Social Support

Items

Mean

S.D.

My parents

1.55

1.44

My spou!le 1 s parents

0.90

0.94

My brothers/sisters

1.65

1.44

My spouse's brothers/sisters

1.20

0.98

My relatives/kin

0.90

1.26

My spouse's relatives/kin

0.25

0.43

My husband/wife

2.80

1.42

1.20

1.36

My friends

2.00

1.03

My spouse's friends

0.58
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My neighbors.

0.80

0.71

My advisors/professors

1.15

1.20

My spouse's advisors/professors

0.25

0.43

My classmates/schoolmates

1.13

0.68

My spouse's classmates/schoolmates

0.35

0.57

Co-workers

1.05

0.74

0.43

0.77

Other social groups/clubs

0.33

0.61

My family physician

0.35

0.57

, My child

.Student union

'
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My boss

0.55

0.87

·My spouse's boss

0.05

0.22

..Chu.rch

0.15

0.48

Pzofessional helpers

0.33

0.61

Professional agencies

0.43

0.77

formal kinship, husband/wife item _was ranked the highest
with a mean of 2.8 and a standard deviation of 1.41.

The

item of brothers/sisters, with a mean of 1.65 and a standard
deviation of 1.44, was followed cloeely by parents, which
has a mean of 1.55 and a standard deviation of 1.45.

At the

level of-informal kinship, the item of friends has a·aean of
2.00 and

a standard

deviation of l.03(Table 8).

of~the items having.to do.with the level of social
groups and professionals,. the item of Church has a mean of
0.15 and a standard deviation of 0.48, while the item of
Professional Helpers
has a mean of 0.33 and a standard
,·
.
cdeviation of 0.61.

From the data analysis, it ls evident that Chinese
student families are apt to draw their strength and support
mainly from the formal kinship and informal kinship in
coping with stressful life events.
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Summary
The purpose of the study was to identify family
resources and kinds of social support that the Chinese
student families investigated in this study.turned to in
coping with stressful life events during their stay in the
Urited States.

Subjects were given a twenty-four item

questionnaire to answer.

From the analysis _of the data and

the results, it was found that husband/wife,
brothers/sisters, parents and friends were the major sources
of support and general assisance, of which Chinese student
families avail themselves in an effort to cope with
stressful situations while in the United States.

Evidently,

these Chinese student families are apt to draw their
strength from the internal ·kinship due to their traditions
and values.

Informal kinship appears to rank second as a

family resource, while social groups, professionals and
professional groups are not important from the point of view
of the Chinese student families that this study has dealt
with.
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Chapter Five
Summary, Conc1usions, and Rec6mmendations
Summary
\

The purpose of this study was to identify family
resources and other kinds of support that Chinese student
families who are residing in the United States tend to turn
to when coping with stressful life events.

Twenty Chinese

student families, involving 40 subjects residing iri
Lawrence, Kansas, and New York'city, were surveyed.

A

twenty-four item questionnaire, 'designed in the form of a
Likert-like scale, was sent to the Chinese student families
who were asked to grade the questions_ in terms of their

0

importance and return them promptly uppn completion.
· t

Of the subjects studied, there were twenty people in

the age range of 20-29, eighteen people in the age range of
30-39, and two people in the age range of 40-49.

Fourteen

families had a dependent child and six families had no
children.

Seven respondents had received, or are presently

working for, their doctor's degree; twenty-one respondents
had received, or·are pursuing, the master's degree; and
eight respondents had received the bachelor's degrees; while
four respondents have no college degree.

These respondents

have been in the United States for at least one year; six
re~pondents have lived in the United States for more than

five years; five respondents for about four years; eleven
\

respondents have been in the United States for about three
years; fourteen respondents .about two years, and four
respondents have been in the United States more than one
year.
All res~ondents were randomly sampled with the help of
the Chinese Students and Scholars Friendship
Association(CSSFA).

A twenty-four item questionnaire was

sent to them by mail or hand delivery, with the request to
, res.pond to the questionnaire and return it upon completion.
Demographic data were also collected with respect to
respondents'· age, sex, num_ber of children, length of stay in
the 1United States, stud~nt status, and degree received or
expected.
Information regarding family resources and social
support covering formal kinship such as pa~ents, husband and
wife·,. etc.; informal kinship such as friends, advisors,

professors, co-workers, etc.; ·social groups such as ~tudent
union, clubs, etc.; to professionals or professional groups
such as physicians, social s~rvi6es, etc., was obtained and
analyzed.

Respondents rated .the questionnaire items in

terms of the degree to which each item provided help and
I

,)

,

social support for coping with stressful life events
encountered during 'their stay in the United States.

The
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\

findings were presented in the previous chapter.

Conclusions
The results of this study are similar to what other
researchers have found regarding family resources and social
support systems.

As Cassel(1976) and Cobb(l976) indicated,

formal and informal kinship sources of support are
considered to be the most important sources of support; it
was., found that families tend to use these formal and
informal kinship networks more readily than they use more
social, professional and professional group networks such as
~community agencies and p~ofessional services(Croog, Lipson,
&

Levine, 1972; Cobb, 1976).

The fact that Chinese student

families relied upon formal and info~mal kinship support
rather than upon social groups or professional helpers in
coping with ~tressful life events while in the United states
may be due to their culture, .traditions and values.
The results of the study appear to support the case f~r
the position that marital relationships are an important
source of help to Chinese families in coping with stressful
life events.

Most Chinese student families considered the

comfort provided-by husband and wife as most important as
far as coping with difficulties is~concerned.

This

corresponds with the. findings of .Burke and Weir(l982), which

-i6

indicate that the husband-wife helping relationship emerges
as a significant factor influencing family stress-coping.
,The-results tend to agree with those of a study by Dunst,
Jenkins, and Tri~e~te(l984) ·which showed "husband/wife" to
be the most important variable in family stress-coping.

The

results of this study also tend to indicate that support
from brothers/sisters and parents, which rank second and
third within the formal kinship circle, are likewise
significant to family stress-coping.
As far as the informal kinship is concerned, many
Chinese students per~eived their friends,
advisors/professors, classmates, and.co-workers as valuable
sources of help and support in withstanding stressful life
events.

Friend, a word which carries a special meaning in

China's society due to culture, tradition and values, has
been a· major source 0£.support and help for the Chinese.

It

occupies a prominent position in person-to-person
interaction in China's society~

Many Chinese student

families prefer to live close to their home community, not
only to share information and render mutual support, but to
enjoy deep friendships as well.
The analysis of the data is also in line with the
results of study conducted by Wills(l982} who found that
people do not seek professional help in dealing with
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personal problems •.. Chinese student families rely upon their
individual resources in response to life problems and
•- dif:ficulties.

Though social networks such

as

community

organizations, unions, clubs, and professional persons are
considered to be important as a supplementary
resource(Caplan

&

Killilea, 1976), the results of this study

suggest that these sources are not that important from the
Chinese perspective.

Most Chinese student families studied

seldc;:na t_urned to the_se sources· for help and support.

This

aversion might be explained in terms of their traditions and
values.

The claim. by Mccubbin, Dahl, Lester, Benson, and
Robertson(l976) that religion aided families in terms of
spiritual support was not substantiated in this study due to
the fact that most Chinese student families are not formally
religious.
In sum, Chinese student families draw their strength
and support from the formal and informal kinship
associations rather than from social groups and
professionals and professional agencies in dealing with
atressful life events •
.,
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Recommendations
The findings of this study have identified those family
resources and.sources of social support which Chinese
student families would turn to when coping with stressful
life events during their stay .in the United States.

There

is no question that there exists a vast gap between the East
and the West with .respect to culture, tradition and values,
a gap which has always contributed to stressful life events
encountered by the Chinese student families when ~hey arrive
and live in the United States.

To successfully combat these

stresses, a family needs to have adequate resources and
social support.

There is considerable evidence that Chinese

student families use both informal and formal resources in.
times of stress.

By

recognizing these resources, this study

will serve as a source of helping Chinese student families
that are in this country or are coming to the United States,
to successfully cope with ~tress in life transition.
As a result of this study, the following
recommendations are made regarding family stress-coping that
will reduce stressful life events, facilitate transition and
maximize family resources and· social support for Chinese
student families:
1.

'
Cultivate contacts with members of the American
society at large by such. means as participation in

..
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social.activities, personal friendships, etc., to
gain a better understanding 0£ the American culture·
'

and the peo_ple •
2.

Learn how to use or consult univexsity or college
international/foreign student office/services and
other legal and counseling services and sources of
assistance.

Advisors and professors can also be
l

valuable resources.
3.

Visit.or invite friends, neighbors or countrymen,
and share friendships and information with them.

4.

Build up and maintain trustworthy relationships
with people, .with whom you are working.

5.

Keep writing home often, and ha~e friends-and

family write back frequently.
6.

Display a person~l inter~st in learning about
different cultures, religions, and national
holidays.

7.

Participate in international student activities
such as annual events of fttod fairs, arts and
crafts exhibits, music, and dance organized by
various cultural groups represented within the
residential community.

8.

Take courses on American culture and language,
before or after arriving in the United States.
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This is helpful for purposes of adjusting to life
in the United States.

Concluding Remarks
This study was conducted to explore the extent of
family resources and social support systems that Chinese
student families turn to in coping with stressful life
events.

Living in a new environment can be a nearly

traumatic expe~ience for a family, particularly for families
from a-different cultural background.

To successfully

overcome difficulties and pro6lems resulted from life
transition, Chinese student families derived their strength
-from family resources and social support systems, that are
accessible and helpful.

Studies of family resources and

social support systems are of great significance in
identifying these resources and sources and developing
feasible stress-coping strategies.
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Appendix A
FAMILY RESOURCES SCALE
Male ___ Female _ __
Age ___ Year of stay in u.s. ___
Student Status(grad._undergrad._)
Degree(received or expected) _ __
No. o~ Children _ __

•

DIRECTIONS:
. This questionnaire asks you to indicate how helpful it
is to you and your family in coping with stressful events.
The following are sources that are often times helpful to
members of a family who find -themselves in a stressproducing situation.
You may use either pencil or pen to circle the response
that best describes how helpful the sources have been to you
and your family.
Not at All
Helpful

Sometimes
Helpful

Generally Very
Extremely
Helpful Helpful Helpful

My parents

0

1

2

3

4

My spouse's
parents

0

1

2

3

4

My brothers/
sisters

0

1

2

3

4

My spouse's
brothers/
sisters

0

1

2

3

4

My relatives/
'O
kin

1

2

3

4

My spouse's
relatives/kin 0

1

2

3

4

1':,
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Hy husband or
wife·

0

1

2

3

4

Hy child

0

1

2

3

4

My friends

0

1

2

3

4

My spouse's
friends

0

1

2

3

4

My neighbors

0

1

2

3

4

My advisor/
professors

0

1

2

3.

4

0

1

2

3

4

My classmates
/schoolmates

0

1

2

3

My spouse's
classmates/
schoolmates

0

1

2

3

4

My co-workers

0

1

2

3

4

Student union

0

1

2

3

·4

Social groups
or clubs~

0

1

2

3

4

My fanlily
Physician

0

1

·2

3

4

My boss

0

1

2

3

4

My spouse's
boss

0

1

2

3

4

Church

0

1

2

3

4

Professional
helpers(social
vorkers, therapists, etc.) 0

1

2

3

My spouse's
advisor/
professors

58

Profe::ssional
agencies
(public health,

soc·ial
services,
etc.*)
~

0

1

2

3

Please specify.

THANK

YOU FOR YOUR HELP IN THIS SURVEY!
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Apprendix B
FAMILY SUPPORT SCALE
Listed below ~re sources that often times are helpful to
Dembers of families raising a young child. This
quastionnaire asks you to indicate hov helpful source is to
your family.
Please circle the response that best describes how helpful
the sources have. been to your family during the past 3 to 6
months. Cross out any sources of help that have not been
available to your family during this period of tiae.
Not At All
Helpful

Sometimes
Helpful

Generally
Helpful

Very
Extremely
-Helpful Helpful

My Parents

0

1

2

3

4

Hy spouse's
parents

0

1

2

3

4

Hy relatives/
kin
0

1

2

3

Hy spouse's
relatives/
kin

0

1

2

3

4

Husband or
wife

0

1

2

3

4

Hy friends

0

1

2

3

4

My spouse's
friends

0

1

2

3

0

1

2

3

Other parents

0

1

2

3

4

Church

O·

1

2

3

4

Social
groups/
clubs

0

1

2

_3

My own chil-

dr(?n
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Co-workers

0

1

2

3

Parent
groups

0

1

2

3 .

child's phy0
sician

l

2

3

Professional
. helpers (social.vorkers,
therapists,
teachers,
etc.)
0

1

2

3

4

School/day
care center 0

1

2

3

4

Professional
agencies
(public health,
social service!S,
mental health,
0
etc.)

1

2

3

Specialized
Early Intervention Ser0
vices

1

2

3

4

Other
(specify)

1

2

3

4

4

My family or •

-o

_,;J,,,•

